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Flat Tracks
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Hepco MHD flat tracks are made from high quality carbon steel, surface hardened for maximum durability and precision 
ground on all flat faces.  Tracks may be specified plain or with a MOD5 straight-cut rack or a MOD4 30° helical rack to ISO 
1328 grade 10.  Plain and straight rack cut flat tracks are made in fixed lengths of ~1.46m which are joined to produce 
unlimited runs*1.  Other lengths can be supplied.  All tracks are drilled and counterbored to suit fixing with M12 socket head 
cap screws*3.

Installation is achieved by butting tracks end-to-end*1 against a machined register.  This gives a perfect joint for bearings and 
pinions.  Tracks should be doweled in place either side of the joint.  

For full installation instructions please visit our website at www.HepcoMotion.com/mhddatauk and select datasheet

No. 1 - MHD Installation Instructions.

Ordering Details
MHDT40100 L1461 R5

Part Number.  MHDT40100 indicates an MHD flat track.

Length code.  1461 indicates the nominal track length in mm*2.

Rack option.  R5 - MOD5 straight cut rack; HR4 - MOD4 x 30° helical rack; leave blank for no rack.

MHDT40100...

MHDT40100...HR4 *2

MHDT40100...R5

Notes:
1.  The width and thickness dimensions of tracks in one set are matched to 0.025mm, and the position of the ends of slides is accurately controlled to coincide 

with the centre of the rack tooth root to give perfect running joints for tracks and racks.

2.  Enter the full length of each complete track run.  For plain tracks and those with the R5 rack, the standard length of each piece is L1461.  Longer systems are 
made up from multiples of this length.  Flat tracks with HR4 helical rack option in lengths over 1500mm will usually be supplied in more than one piece.  Due 
to the rack helix, joints are angled and the pieces are handed.  In such cases Hepco will provide a drawing showing track lengths and hole positions.

3.  Fixing holes are accurately positioned, and for systems up to 3m, holes in the mounting surface may be pre-drilled to nominal positions.  For systems longer 
than this, it is recommended that fixing holes are drilled to suit by “spotting through” or a report on exact hole positions is requested with the order.

1.46m = 41kg
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